F3-2: PEDESTALLED VERSION OF E1-1

These have a variety of pedestal types.

2. Lexden, group 3 [1539].
   group 5, shale: CM 2726.1913.
   group 6 [1541], wooden copy.
   grave B [1189] =AB 105, + bronzes, silver. 1B+ 
   grave D [1187] =AB 112.
5. Welwyn Garden City main grave, nos.10-13. 2B+
6. Prae Wood, group B no.39. AD5-40/450
7. Haslingfield [880].

Notes
A series of fine burial pots, showing some variation in size and proportion but always under the general rule of E1-1, carination and sharply constricted waist.
Note the shale example and the wooden copy of what is assumed to have been a shale original. They could all be 1st century BC - note the A2 base form at Ardleigh and Lexden - except for the one settlement context, Prae Wood, which is typologically debased, and the Great Wakering pot, which may have been old when buried, as the break around the cordon was very worn.
F3-2: pedestalled version of E1-1.